
2500 Series®  
Programmable Automation Control System 

  

Application Note 

Using a CTI 2500P-ACP1 Application Co-
Processor module for RS232 serial data 
acquisition from an Ohaus IP Series High-
Capacity Precision Top-loader bench scale  

Scope: 

This application is an update to a previous Tech Note on using the CTI 2572-TCM2 Serial Interface Adapter for this ap-

plication.  The 2500P-ACP1 is a more powerful and flexible platform which makes this application simpler to develop, 

test and deploy.  NOTE: This application can be run on a 2500P-JACP Application Co-Processor module as well, with a 

change in the configuration of the PLC interface. 
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 2500P-ACP1 Description:  

The 2500P-ACP1 module is a general-purpose auxiliary controller that enhances the capabilities of all CTI  
2500 Series® and SIMATIC® 505 PLC systems. This Advanced Function Module includes high-speed  
processing and multi-protocol communications support to provide existing systems with a significant increase  
in performance, features, and functionality. The 2500P-ACP1 runs as a PLC coprocessor performing complex  
logic/math functions, data logging, and communications with external devices. Although the 2500P-ACP1 can  
operate as a standalone controller, the application generally requires data transfer between a host PLC and the 
module.  

 

Two different data transfer options are provided:  

 PLC I/O (2500P-ACP1 only):  

The 2500P-ACP1 emulates a standard I/O module configured as 32WX / 32WY and/or 32X / 32Y  image register 
data points. This allows the module to work with SIMATIC® 545/555 CPUs in limited  applications where a 
maximum of 32 words of data is transferred to/from the CPU each PLC scan.  

 ***(This is the transfer mode chosen for this application) 

 Data Cache (2500P-ACP1 and 2500P-JACP):  

Proprietary link offering enhanced data throughput to CTI 2500 Series® controllers via a dedicated 
 Ethernet connection. Supports up to 4096 variables mapped to any PLC memory type (including Loop/
 Alarm variables). The 2500P-ACP1 includes two external 10/100Mb Ethernet ports with automatic 
 detection of network speed, duplex mode, and cable wiring.  

 Block Transfer (2500P-JACP only):  

The Block Transfer driver provides a method to transfer large blocks of data between a Janus Application 
Coprocessor (JACP) module and a SIMATIC® 545/555 PLC or CTI 2500 Series PLC via the I/O backplane. This 
driver provides significantly greater communications capabilities compared to “PLC I/O” above.  This driver 
supports up to 4096 variables mapped to any PLC memory type (including Loop/Alarm variables).  

 

Serial Port:  

A serial port (male DB-9) provides an electrical interface for RS-232-C (subset) and RS-422-A connections.  
All port parameters are set by software configuration. Sending and receiving of messages is controlled by  
program logic.  

 

NOTE:  

In the Appendix at the end of this Tech Note you will find additional details on the ACP1, as well as descriptions of all of 
the software instructions used and other pertinent information. 
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 ACP1 solution scope: 

The following describes the means by which the 2500P-ACP1 will read the weight value from the scale. 

 

SEND data by simulating the scale output: 

This application uses an ACP1 to simulate the known ASCII data stream from the Ohaus scale. 
This ACP1 module performing the SEND operation will be referred to as ACP1 
This WorkBench application is ‘ACP1_Serial_2’. 
The ACP1 module is installed in a base with a CTI 2500-C400 PLC 

 

RECEIVE data: 

A 2nd ACP1 module receives and decodes the ASCII data stream to read the weight value from the scale and write it to 
a PLC memory location. 
 
This ACP1 performing the RECEIVE operation will be referred to as ACP2 
This WorkBench application is ‘ACP2_Serial’ 
 
The ACP2 module is installed in a base with a Simatic 555-1106 PLC 
 
 This program uses ‘ACP1 I/O Interface’ to send the following to the PLC: 
 
 Value of ‘Decode_done’ bit sent to PLC X2001; this bit is an error indication. 
  In the PLC RLL this input is used to stroke a counter to track decoding errors. 
  This bit could also be used to signal an HMI to a communications problem. 
 
 Value of ‘Scale_wt_intX10’ word sent to PLC WX2065. 
  In the PLC SFPGM1 the value in WX2065 is multiplied times 10 and put into V1000. (Real). 
  This is the actual scale weight as a floating point number. 

 

Communications wiring: 

The field wiring part of this ACP1 module communication is achieved by plugging a standard Null Modem cable into the 
DB9 serial port on each module. 

 

Ohaus scale configuration: 

 - Continuous print mode 
 - 9600 baud 
 - No parity. 
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 Sending / Encoding and Receiving / Decoding the ASCII data stream 

 

Using an ACP1 to simulate the serial data from the bench scale: 

Number value to be transmitted = -481.2 

Sent ASCII string from ACP1: 

  

 '-$L___481.2_g_____$R$L' 

 Where: 

  1st character = this field represents the polarity of the number value transmitted. 

   This field is a Minus Sign ‘-‘ indicating a negative number. 

   If this field were a positive number this 1st character would have been an Underscore ‘_’, 

    that ASCII string would then be '_$L___481.2_g_____$R$L' 

  2nd character = ‘$L’ this is a ‘Line Feed’. 

  3rd, 4th, and 5th characters = ‘_’ which are Underscores. 

  6th, 7th, 8th, 9th and 10th characters = ‘481.2’ is the actual number value transmitted in the format ‘xxx.x’. 

  11th and 12th characters = ‘_g’ which are an Underscore and ‘g’ (for grams). 

  13th – 17th characters = ‘_’ are Underscores. 

  18th character = ‘$R’ = this is a Carriage Return. 

  19th character = ‘$L’ = this is a Line Feed. 

 

Using an ACP1 to receive and decode the serial data from the bench scale: 

 

Received ASCII string at ACP2: 

  

 '-$L___481.2_g_____$R$L' 

 

Decoded number value: 
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 ACP1 = SEND 

This 1st ACP is being used to send data out the serial port to be received by the 2nd ACP. The screen captures below 
show the programming requirements to configure the serial port and to send the data out the serial port.  The data 
sent matches the format explained on Page 4.  For testing, the only part that you should modify is the actual scale 
weight embedded in this message. 
 

Configure Port: 

     Note: these communications parameters match the specifications for the Ohaus bench scale. 

Send Data: 

     Note: this data send operation is unsolicited and is cyclic based on the timer function. 
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 ACP2 = RECEIVE 

This 2nd ACP is being used to receive data coming into the serial port from the 1st ACP. The screen captures below 
show the programming requirements to configure the serial port and to receive the data from the serial port.  The data 
received matches the format explained on Page 4.  In the following pages this data will be decoded to extract the scale 
weight itself. 

 

Configure Port: 

     Note: these communications parameters match the specifications for the Ohaus bench scale. 

 

Receive Data: 

     Note: this ASCII data is tested to determine if the string length is correct. 
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 Number value received = -481.2 

ACP2 = RECEIVE 

This 2nd ACP is being used to receive data coming into the serial port from the 1st ACP. This screen captures below 
show the programming requirements to configure the serial port and to received the data from the serial port.  The 
data received matches the format explained on Page 4.  In the following pages this data will be decoded to extract the 
scale weight itself. 

 

Analyze and decode the ASCII string if it is a negative number 

Note: this data packet has two leading characters and two trailing characters all of which aid in 

determining that this packet is complete and also the polarity of the number value. 

Analyze and decode the ASCII string if it is a positive number 

Note: this data packet has two leading characters and two trailing characters all of which aid in 

determining that this packet is complete and also the polarity of the number value. 
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 Determine if there are errors in the ASCII string 

Send scale weight value to PLC memory 

 

Indicate if string length is over running 
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 Data received at PLC 

In this Ladder Logic screen shot you can see where a Special Function Program is being called which is where the 
weight value is being handled. 
 
Next you can see that X2001 is being used to count (or track) any decoding errors of the ASCII message. 
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 Data received at PLC 

In the Special Function Program you can see where the ‘Integer x 10’ value from the ACP is being converted into a Real 
number. 

 

In this Data Window you can see the values of the Scale Weight - 
 WX2065 shows up as ‘-4812’ which is in the format of ‘Integer x 10’ 
 V1000. shows up as ‘-481.2’ which is in the format of ‘Real’ or ‘Floating Point’ 
 X2001 which is the Boolean ‘Decode_done’ error bit 
 TCC1 which is the Counter tracking decode errors in ACP2 
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The ACP I/O interface is how the module reads & writes PLC memory. 
In this example the I/O interface will be configured for 32 discrete points in, 32 discrete points out, 32 words in, & 32 
words out. 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

2500P-ACP1 I/O Definition 
The ACP1 I/O definition is specified by selecting one the following I/O configurations in the CTI 2500P-ACP1 I/O 
 
Configuration Wizard provided in CTI Workbench: 
 • Discrete I/O: 32 inputs / 32 outputs (32X/32Y) 
 • Word I/O: 32 inputs / 32 outputs (32WX/32WY) 
 • Mixed I/O: 32 discrete inputs/outputs and 32 word inputs/outputs (32X/32Y/32WX/32WY) 

The Mixed I/O interface requires special care when assigning an I/O Address because the Series 505® model 
allows one “login” address for each module slot. Therefore, the I/O Address assigns the image register 
positions for both the Discrete I/O and Word I/O values. 
In the example, a value of “2001” is designated as the I/O Address. This equates to the following I/O mapping 
for ACP1 data within the PLC: 
• 32 discrete inputs mapped to X2001-X2032 
• 32 discrete outputs mapped to Y2033-Y2064 
• 32 word inputs mapped to WX2065-WX2096 
• 32 word outputs mapped to WY2097-WY2124 

Appendix 
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 2500P-ACP1 I/O Configuration 

 
From within WorkBench you open this configuration wizard and define: 
 Module Log-in Configuration—in this case it is 32X / 32Y / 32WX / 32WY 
 Module Log-In Address—this is the beginning I/O address of this configuration 
 Lastly, you populate the rows in each I/O column with the WorkBench symbol that you want to 
 connect to PLC memory 
  In this example - 
   Boolean symbol ‘Decode_done’ has been assigned to X2001 
   Integer symbol ‘Scale_wt_Intx10’has been assigned to WX2065 
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 ACP1 Technical Overview 
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 Null Modem cable pinout: 
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 ACP1 Functions and Instructions used in this application 
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 ASCII conversion chart 
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